In this paper an initial value problem for a linear system given by Dx = Ax + w and Fx = xQ is considered, where X is a linear space over the field 3", D is right invertible operator, F is an initial operator fdjr D corresponding to right inverse R, AeLQ(X), xQ g ker D and weX are given. By some equivalent decompositions of this system, two operators I-RA and I-AR appear. It is possible to solve this system under assumptions that I-RA and I-AR are either right or left invertible. Then, this system is, in general, ill-posed. An operator DeL(X) is right invertible, if there is an operator R€LQ(X) (called right inverse of D) such that RXCfi)^ and DR = I, where I denotes the identity operator. By 1R(X) we denote the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X). By 3lD we denote the set of all right, inverses of a given operator D tlR(X).
An operator DeL(X) is right invertible, if there is an operator R€LQ(X) (called right inverse of D) such that RXCfi)^ and DR = I, where I denotes the identity operator. By 1R(X) we denote the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X). By 3lD we denote the set of all right, inverses of a given operator D tlR(X).
The set ker D, where D cR(lj, is called the spaoe of constants for D, so that every element z 6ker D is a constant for D.
An operator A eL0(X) is left invertible, if there is an operator L€L(x) (called left inverse of A) such that Axc.2^ and LA = I, where I denotes the identity operator.
By IL(X) we denote the set of all left invertible operators belonging to L0(X). By JC^ we denote the set of all left inverses of-a given operator A e 1L(X).-An operator F€L0(X) is an initial operator for D e IR(X) corresponding to a right inverse R of D, if FX -ker D, F 2 = F and FR = 0 on X.
An operator G€Lq(X) is a co-initial operator for A e L(X) corresponding to a left inverse L of A, if G is given by G = I -AL.
Remark, For Invertible operators initial operators and a co-initial operators are zero operators. The following question appears: Is it possible to solve the system (3) -(4) under weaker assumptions for the operator I -RA?
We obtain an answer for the following four capes; I. The operator I -HA is right invertible, i.e. I-RA«R(X) II. The operator I -RA is left invertible, i.e. I-RA«L(X) III. The operator I -AR is right invertible, i.e. I -AR«R(X)
IV. The operator I -AR is left invertible, i.e. I-ARelL(X).
Injthese oases we cannot expect that there exists a uniquely determined resolvent. Therefore these systems will be called ill-determined linear systems.
Case I. Suppose that I -RA eR(X). We consider the system (3) -(4) in the form (5) -(6). The operator D -A is right invertible as a superposition of two right invertible operators. By our assumptions this superposition exists. Let Ra € be given. Theorem 1. 1) The general solution of equation (3) is of the form (7) x = RaRw + Rax + zy x 6 ker D, z € ker I -RA.
2) The solution (7) satisfies the equation (4) By the properties a) -o) we have the equality of the corresponding of left and right sides of (3).
Equations (3) and (7) are equivalent. Therefore their general solution is given by (8).
In order to prove part 2 of our theorem, suppose that the solution (7) satisfies the condition (9) P x = x0.
Sinoe P = I -RD, this means that
By a) -c) we conclude that F x = x. Hence condition (9) implies x = xQ. Suppose now that x = xQ then By PR = 0 on X we have that for x equal (19) Fx = x. The condition (4) is equivalent to the fact that x = x Q . Q.E.D. Corollary 3.
Suppose that I -AH € R(X). Then an initial value problem for the operator Q(D) = D -A is ill-posed.
Proof. A homogeneous initial value problem has non-trivial solutions x = H z, where z e ker I -AR and ker I -AH / 0.
Q.E.D. For given R A € ^^"¿JJ, e ker D and w e X we denote by Z(R a ) the set of all solutions of the system (3) - (4) i.e.
Z(RA) = jx = R[RA(W + AxQ)
+ z] + xQ, z € ker I -AR|.
Theorem

5.
The collection of all solutions of the system (3) - (4) is independent of the choice of the right inverse of I -AR, i.e. The proof is similar to that in Theorem 2.
Case IV. Suppose that the operator I -AR 6]L(X). We consider equation (3) In other to prove that the operator I -AQR is right invertible i.e.
I -AQR€]R(X),
we shall apply the following theorem.
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